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Viewpoint
Magnetic Hose Keeps Fields from Spreading
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Magnetic fields could be funneled over longer distances than currently possible using a magnetic
“hose” made of ferromagnetic and superconductor materials.
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Much of modern technology rests on our ability to
send electromagnetic waves from point A to point B with
minimal loss of energy and information. Infrared waves
confined to optical fibers carry data over the internet,
whereas raw electric power is distributed to large cities
through high-voltage transmission lines. Static mag-
netic fields are, however, much more difficult to chan-
nel long distance. Instead, these fields typically fall off
quickly with distance from their source (usually a mag-
netic dipole.) A solution to this problem has now been
proposed by Alvaro Sanchez of the Autonomous Univer-
sity of Barcelona, Spain, and his colleagues [1]. The
authors, reporting in Physical Review Letters, have de-
signed and tested a magnetic “hose” that channels the
magnetic field from a source to a distance more than 10
centimeters away. Although magnetic flux guides already
exist, the authors’ new design has the potential to trans-
fer magnetic fields over longer distances without degrada-
tion, and could be used to increase the storage density of
magnetic recording media, or to create higher resolution
magnetic images of materials and devices, among other
applications.

The magnetic hose (Fig. 1) designed by Sanchez and
his colleagues consists of alternating concentric cylinders
of a high-permeability material (a ferromagnet) and a
low-permeability material (a superconductor). Roughly
speaking, when a source field is placed at one end of the
cylinder, the ferromagnetic shells magnetize and regen-
erate the source field along the length of the cylinder,
while the superconducting shells keep the field lines from
spreading outward. The authors show numerically that
the hose is better able to transfer a field as more lay-
ers are added, but that even a simple two-layer design
acts as an effective magnetic hose. As a proof of concept,
the team made a two-layer magnetic hose, 14 centimeters
long, out of a layer of superconducting yttrium barium
copper oxide, wrapped around a cylinder made of a fer-

FIG. 1: Alternating cylinder-shaped shells of ferromagnetic
and superconducting material function as a magnetic hose.
(Left) A cross section of the magnetic hose with a magnetic
dipole source on one end. (Right) Illustration of the static
magnetic field produced by a dipole source near the inlet of a
two-layer magnetic hose. The hose creates (approximately) a
displaced and rotated version of the dipole field at the other
end of the hose. (C. Navau et al.[1])

romagnetic iron alloy. Using a current-carrying loop as a
source field, they showed the field strength transferred by
their design was up to 4 times stronger than that trans-
ferred by a simpler hose made from only a ferromagnetic
cylinder.
Physicists have known how to generate and manipulate

static solenoidal magnetic fields for almost two centuries.
But the design from Sanchez and co-workers grew out of
the relatively new field of transformation optics, which
is a mathematical framework for studying how materials
with unusual dielectric and magnetic properties can dis-
tort the path of light. These materials can be engineered
by building up arrays of components—such as supercon-
ductors or nanocircuits—into “metamaterials.” Transfor-
mation optics has inspired designs for “superlenses” that
focus light beyond the diffraction limit, illusion optics
that make one object look like another, single-layer meta-
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surfaces with unusual refractive properties, and perhaps
most spectacularly, “cloaks.” In principle, one can build a
metamaterial structure around an object and have it dis-
appear from view; the object casts no shadow and reflects
none of the light impinging on it, rendering it effectively
invisible. Various theoretical schemes for cloaking have
been proposed [2, 3], and a few experiments have shown
limited evidence of invisibility [4].

The transformation optics behind cloaking offers a
route from merely hiding an object immersed in a static
magnetic field to actually transmitting the field a useful
distance. Static magnetic field cloaking is, in principle,
easier than cloaking light because the need to match the
phase of the wave passing by and going through the cloak
is eliminated, and the materials making up the cloak
need to meet fewer requirements. The first proposal of
a dc magnetic cloak [5] and early experimental imple-
mentations of it using superconductors [6] have inspired
progress in the field of magnetostatic transformation op-
tics [7]. For example, the traditional way to shield objects
from external fields is to use materials with either a very
high or near-zero permeability (i.e., µ metals and super-
conductors, respectively.) But these shields also distort
field lines, making the object detectable. This problem
can be avoided by using a shell made from a magnetically
anisotropic material. The original concept, however, re-
quired the magnetic permeability to take extreme values
near the inner and outer edges of the shell. A more recent
proposal [8] by Sanchez and collaborators shows that a
cylindrical shell with a locally uniform, but anisotropic
permeability can work well as a cloak.

In 2012, researchers made the first experimental cylin-
drical dc magnetic cloak [9], which consisted of arrays of
superconducting lead plates and ferromagnetic permalloy
layers. This early magnetic cloak was effective at shield-
ing its interior from externally applied magnetic fields.
And the fields outside the shield, close to its surface,
were almost completely unaltered by the presence of the
cloak over a range of magnetic field values.

The same year, Sanchez and his colleagues built a much
simpler dc magnetic cloak out of two coaxial cylinders;
the inner and outer cylinders were made from rolled-up
superconductor and ferromagnetic foil, respectively [10].
The design could only cloak an object from uniform ex-
ternal magnetic fields and the cloaking, while significant,
was not complete. But its advantage was that it didn’t
require any form of microfabrication and could be built
from commercially available products.

To make the step from a magnetic cloak to a hose,
Sanchez and his colleagues have taken advantage of the
so-called magnetic transfer slab concept of transforma-
tion optics [1]. This slab has an infinite magnetic per-
meability perpendicular to the slab and zero permeabil-
ity in the lateral directions. Such a structure will faith-
fully transfer the magnetic field entering on one surface
through to the other surface, without distorting the fields
outside the slab. A sufficiently large slab with such ex-
treme values of permeability would be impractical to

build, but the authors use a mathematical mapping to
show that what seems like a vastly different structure—a
multilayered finite cylindrical geometry—provides the
equivalent static magnetic field transfer.
Magnetic hoses could have a number of interesting ap-

plications. High-permeability ferromagnetic “flux hoses”
are currently used in scanning superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) microscopes to improve the
spatial resolution of magnetic-field images. This new flux
hose idea can help to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
of the images. Another application would be magnetic
resonance imaging in which the patient and supercon-
ducting magnet required to generate the magnetic field
could be physically separated, and the intense magnetic
field could be applied locally to the patient through a
magnetic hose. (In principle, what limits the length of
the hose is the need to cool the superconducting shells
to cryogenic temperatures.) One can also imagine creat-
ing magnetic flux circuits for various applications. For
example, by tapering the geometrical scale of the hose,
one can reduce the spatial extent of the field to enable
nanoscale bit formation in magnetic media. Combina-
tions of magnetic hoses could also be used to tailor the
spatial shape of magnetic fields, making them more uni-
form, or creating large gradients, for example. Finally,
magnetic hoses might be useful for quantum information
processing, in which pin-point manipulation of quantum
systems is required.
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